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Abstract

Business cycle models often abstract from persistent household heterogeneity, despite its
potentially significant implications for macroeconomic fluctuations and policy. We show em-
pirically that the likelihood of being persistently financially constrained decreases with cogni-
tive skills and increases with overconfidence thereon. Guided by this and other micro evidence,
we add persistent heterogeneity in cognitive skills and overconfidence to an otherwise stan-
dard HANK model. Overconfidence proves to be the key innovation, driving households to
spend instead of precautionary save and producing empirically realistic wealth distributions
and hand-to-mouth shares and MPCs across the income distribution. We highlight implica-
tions for various fiscal policies.
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1 Introduction
Heterogeneity in households’ savings behavior and financial situations has significant implications
for macroeconomic fluctuations and policy design.1 Yet it remains standard practice in macro
modeling to assume ex-ante identical households and account for heterogeneity only in shock
realizations: Households are wealthy or poor only because of good luck or bad luck, abstracting
from choices linked to fundamental and persistent dimensions of heterogeneity across households.2

One important dimension of fundamental heterogeneity is cognitive skills, which has been linked
empirically to: differences in economic growth across space and time (Hanushek and Woessmann
(2008)), households’ inflation expectations (D’Acunto et al. (2019, 2023b)), responses to changes
in incentives (D’Acunto et al. (2023a)), financial mistakes (Agarwal and Mazumder (2013)), and
strong negative relationships between behavioral biases and income (e.g., Stango and Zinman
(2023), Chapman et al. (2023)). Links between cognitive skills and savings behavior are less well
understood, particularly for the sorts of behaviors and outcomes featured in macro modeling (e.g.,
hand-to-mouth a.k.a. HtM status). And the macroeconomic implications of any such link between
cognitive skills heterogeneity and HtM heterogeneity are largely unexplored.

We start by using micro data, from a nationally representative sample of working-age U.S.
consumers, to develop several new facts about how cognitive skills, beliefs, and household financial
situations are related. We find that the likelihood of being persistently HtM, measured in various
ways, decreases sharply with cognitive skills. But allowing for cognitive skills heterogeneity alone
is unlikely to help macro models fit the data, as we later formalize, because permanently low-
productivity households will still tend to save their way out of HtM status if they are classically
rational. This motivates considering beliefs as well, starting with how consumers perceive their
own cognitive skills.

We show that persistent overestimation of one’s own skills is prevalent (as in the high-stakes set-
ting of Huffman et al. (2022)) and differs across consumers: overconfidence correlates strongly and
negatively with cognitive skills. Overconfident consumers are also about 1.2 times as likely than
their well-calibrated counterparts to be persistently overly-optimistic about their future financial
situations (measured using standard consumer sentiment forecasts and realizations), suggesting
that lower-skilled consumers may be HtM at least in part because of their overconfidence. Con-
sistent with this conjecture, we find strong correlations between persistent overconfidence and our
measures of persistent HtM status.

Guided by these micro findings, we add persistent heterogeneity in cognitive skills and percep-
tions thereof to an otherwise standard heterogeneous agent New Keynesian (HANK) model with

1See, e.g., Werning (2015), Kaplan et al. (2018), Auclert (2019), Bayer et al. (2023a), Luetticke (2021), Hagedorn
et al. (2019), Patterson (2023), Almgren et al. (2022), Holm et al. (2021) on shock transmission and policy efficacy,
and Dávila and Schaab (2023a), McKay and Wolf (2023), Bhandari et al. (2021), Bilbiie (forthcoming), Smirnov
(2022), Acharya et al. (2023), Yang (2022) on optimal policy design.

2Important exceptions include models allowing for heterogeneity in preferences (e.g., Auclert et al. (2020),
Aguiar et al. (forthcoming), Kaplan and Violante (2022)), as we discuss below.
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incomplete markets, idiosyncratic productivity risk, borrowing constraints, and a nominal rigidity
in the form of sticky wages. This framework allows us to unpack potential mechanisms underlying
our empirical findings, and to derive macroeconomic implications of heterogeneity in cognitive
skills and overconfidence. We model cognitive skills heterogeneity as differences in average labor
market productivity and overconfidence as overweighting the probability of reaching a better pro-
ductivity state and underweighting the probability of reaching a worse state. Motivated by micro
data on the prevalence of persistent overconfidence and the strong correlation between cognitive
skills and overconfidence, and in the interest of parsimony, we calibrate our baseline model such
that 62% of households are high-skilled with well-calibrated beliefs about future productivity while
the remaining 38% are low-skilled and overconfident. We also calibrate the parameter governing
the degree of overconfidence, by matching our finding that overconfident households are about
1.2 times as likely to be overly-optimistic about their future financial situations than rational
households.

Accounting for heterogeneity in cognitive skills and overconfidence substantially improves the
model’s empirical fit. In contrast to standard one-asset HANK models and to a HANK model with
heterogeneity in skills but not in beliefs about them, our model jointly matches total wealth in the
economy, high HtM prevalence, and an average quarterly marginal propensity to consume (MPC)
in the consensus range of 15-25% (e.g., Jappelli and Pistaferri (2010), Havranek and Sokolova
(2020)). This holds even when all wealth is liquid and held in a single asset.3

Existing one-asset HA(NK) models struggle to match these data moments jointly because if the
supply of assets is large enough to match the average wealth in the economy, the price of the asset
is so low that almost all households accumulate a sufficient buffer stock to make the borrowing
constraint nonbinding (Auclert et al. (forthcoming), Kaplan and Violante (2022)). This makes
HtM status counterfactually rare and implies that most households have low MPCs. Consequently,
standard models produce an average MPC that is too low.

Our model achieves reconciliation because overconfident households underestimate their insur-
ance needs and consequently perceive the price of the asset as too high to merit accumulating a
sufficient buffer stock. Even when the supply of assets is high, many overconfident households
choose to do little if any precautionary saving and often end up being HtM, consistent with our
empirical findings. HtM status in our model thus is often due at least partly to "bad decisions" and
not only to the "bad luck" that drives standard models. Our results are driven by differences in
overconfidence rather than by differences in skills: removing heterogeneity in overconfidence from
the model by imposing rational beliefs for all households, while retaining heterogeneous average

3Our model also accounts well for other untargeted wealth inequality statistics. It produces more and more
empirically realistic inequality than its rational counterpart, better matching empirical wealth shares—e.g., of the
top 10% or the bottom 50%. Moreover, our model does not suffer from the "missing middle" problem (Kaplan
and Violante, 2022) of an implied wealth distribution that is too polarized compared to the data. E.g. a standard
one-asset HANK model predicts median wealth that is about an order of magnitude smaller than the data’s. Our
model matches this (untargeted) moment well.
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skill levels, fails to match the average MPC and delivers very few HtM households.
A standard practice for better reconciling HANK models with the data is to introduce a second,

illiquid asset that can be adjusted only infrequently (Kaplan and Violante (2014), Kaplan et al.
(2018), Bayer et al. (2019), Auclert et al. (forthcoming)). This approach produces a liquidity
premium that is arguably too high, as discussed in Kaplan and Violante (2022). We show that
a two-asset version of our model can fit the data with a substantially lower liquidity premium,
because overconfident households underestimating their individual income risk implies that they
also underestimate the shadow value of future liquidity and thereby put downward pressure on
the equilibrium liquidity premium.

In contrast to standard models, our model also generates empirically realistic shares of HtM
households throughout the income distribution, even though we do not explicitly target this.
Because overconfidence is a key predictor of HtM status, our model produces significant shares of
higher-income HtM households, in line with the data. Standard models produce either far too few
HtM households throughout the income distribution (when calibrated to match average wealth) or
far too much HtM polarization by income (when directly targeting the average MPC). The reason
is that standard models match the average MPC by making practically all low-income households
HtM—a side effect of households being HtM due only to "bad luck".

Our model thus requires only one additional parameter—and no free parameters, as we dis-
cipline overconfidence using our new survey evidence—to substantially improve the performance
of existing HANK models. The mechanism that allows us to better match key features of micro
and macro data—lower-skilled households’ undersaving due to overconfidence about their future
financial situations—generates important and distinct implications for macroeconomic policies as
well.

We start our policy analysis by considering unexpected transfer payments intended to stimulate
private consumption by targeting households with high MPCs. Given the difficulty of empirically
identifying the general-equilibrium effects of transfer policies, they are usually evaluated using
models. For untargeted transfers, these models sensibly match the average MPC (e.g., Kaplan
and Violante (2014), Wolf (forthcoming)). But with targeted transfers, average MPCs are no
longer sufficient to assess the aggregate effects: it is the distribution of MPCs, across targeted vs.
non-targeted groups, that matters. We illustrate this by modeling a stimulus payment targeted to
the bottom income quartile and estimate a transfer multiplier of 0.9 in general equilibrium. This
contrasts with standard HANK models, which either under- or overestimate the share of HtM
households in low-income groups and thus under- or overestimate the average MPC of transfer
recipients: the low-MPC standard HANK model predicts a multiplier of 0.5 and its low-wealth,
high-MPC counterpart a multiplier of 2.4.

Next we show that heterogeneity in overconfidence also has implications for fiscal policies that
more directly impact household self-insurance decisions in steady-state. The key mechanism is
that our financially constrained households are mostly overconfident and hence value additional
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insurance less than the constrained and rational households in standard models.
First, we show that providing public insurance through minimum income benefits does not

crowd out private precautionary savings as strongly as predicted by rational models. Overconfident
households undervalue this insurance because they underestimate their probability of reaching
bad income states and therefore reduce any existing buffer stock only mildly. The introduction
of minimum income benefits thus only weakly increases the steady-state share of HtM households
and the equilibrium real interest rate in our model, in contrast to standard models.

Second, we consider indirect insurance provision through government debt issuance (e.g.,
Woodford (1990), Aiyagari and McGrattan (1998)). Higher government debt levels reduce house-
holds’ self-insurance cost by reducing the cost of liquid assets. But the induced increase in precau-
tionary saving is muted in our model because overconfident households undervalue the insurance
function of cheaper assets. Thus even at high public debt levels, many overconfident households
do not save themselves out of being constrained, the HtM share remains high, and the wealth
share of the bottom 50% remains stubbornly low. In a standard model, low-wealth households are
eager to save themselves away from the borrowing constraint and increase their saving strongly in
response to cheaper liquidity. This drives down the HtM share strongly and increases the wealth
share held by the bottom half of the distribution. These contrasting effects have normative im-
plications as well: the optimal government debt level is substantially lower with heterogeneous
overconfidence, irrespective of whether we consider a model in which households can only save in
government bonds or also in productive capital.

Related literature. We contribute to five strands of literature. One considers how cognitive
skills heterogeneity affects the macroeconomy. So far, this literature is largely empirical and
focused on growth (Hanushek and Woessmann (2008)). D’Acunto et al. (2019, 2023a,b) bring
cognitive skills heterogeneity to the empirical study of economic fluctuations, showing it plays
key roles in how households form their inflation expectations and respond (or not) to information
and incentives provided by policy interventions. We empirically link heterogeneity in cognitive
skills to heterogeneity in forecasted and realized financial situations, including HtM status. We
then build a model capturing key features of that micro heterogeneity and use it to quantitatively
study macro dynamics, the wealth distribution, and policy design and effectiveness. Altogether,
we show that accounting for heterogeneity in beliefs about cognitive skills can greatly improve a
model’s ability to fit the micro and macro data.

A second strand considers potential psychological sources of liquidity or poverty traps and
their macro implications. Work on aspirations as reference points (Dalton et al., 2016; Genicot
and Ray, 2017, 2020) has focused on how excessive pessimism can dampen growth, while we
focus on how excessive optimism affects stabilization and macroeconomic policies. Sergeyev et al.
(2024) consider how financial stress and naivete about financial stress can create persistent financial
constraints and impact wealth inequality and fiscal multipliers. We consider a different decision
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making mechanism than work on aspirations or stress, focusing on biased beliefs rather than
behavioral preferences or the neglect of one or more key parameters. Our mechanism is relatively
easy to validate empirically and incorporate into an otherwise standard quantitative model.

A third strand focuses on differences between perceived vs. actual idiosyncratic labor market
risk. So far, this literature has focused on various beliefs about the labor market and a subset
of important macro applications. Balleer et al. (2022) show that working-age individuals in the
U.S. are "vastly over-optimistic about their own labor market prospects" (p. 1). Mueller et al.
(2021) find optimistic bias about job-finding rates, especially for the long-term unemployed, and
little evidence for downward revision of these beliefs when remaining unemployed. Wang (2023)
shows how calibrating a standard incomplete-markets model to consumers’ perceived rather than
actual income risk is better able to account for observed wealth inequality.4 Our contributions
are uncovering the role of cognitive skills heterogeneity in shaping biased perceptions about risk
and future financial situations, and building a general equilibrium model that can jointly fit key
features of micro and macro data and quantitatively evaluate and guide policy.

Fourth, we contribute to the development of macro models seeking to use insights from be-
havioral economics to improve predictive and prescriptive power. Most work in this vein focuses
on a representative behavioral agent.5 Behavioral HANK models tend to allow for heterogeneity
only in the budget constraint, with a homogeneous behavioral or information friction about an
aggregate variable only.6 Pfäuti and Seyrich (2023) study a case of heterogeneous behavioral bi-
ases, but focus on expectations about aggregate variables in that case. Guerreiro (2023) allows for
heterogeneous attention, but focuses on a case where households hold rational expectations about
their idiosyncratic shocks. Ilut and Valchev (2023) develop a model of imperfect reasoning and
introduce this into an Aiyagari (1994) economy. In contrast to our framework, their households
are ex-ante identical and so HtM status is driven by adverse idiosyncratic productivity shocks—by
bad luck.7

4The evidence on income forecast errors is more mixed. Souleles (2004) finds evidence of over-optimism in
the 1986-1995 Michigan Survey of Consumers (SOC) (see especially his Figure 4 Panel A), using its short panel
component to pair one 12-month forecast with a 6-month realization for some respondents. Rozsypal and Schlaf-
mann (2023), using six additional years of SOC data, find that the direction and magnitude of forecast errors
vary with income level. d’Haultfoeuille et al. (2021) find that "individuals tend to be right on average about their
future earnings", using four-month forecasts and subsequent realizations in the first three waves of the New York
Fed’s Survey of Consumer Expectations (from 2015). They nevertheless strongly reject rational expectations after
accounting for measurement error and aggregate shocks. Caplin et al. (2024) find close alignment between survey
income forecasts and administrative data realizations in Denmark.

5See, e.g., Woodford (2013), Gabaix (2014), Woodford (2019), Gabaix (2020), Bordalo et al. (2020), Lian
(2023), and Boutros (2023).

6See, e.g., Farhi and Werning (2019), Auclert et al. (2020), Angeletos and Huo (2021), Laibson et al. (forth-
coming), and Pfäuti and Seyrich (2023).

7Ilut and Valchev (2023)’s households do not know their optimal policy function and estimate it based on costly
(and noisy) deliberation signals. Once households become HtM, they are likely to remain so because they hold
excessively high beliefs about their optimal consumption that induce them to dissave and remain at the borrowing
constraint. In contrast, HtM households in our setup tend to differ systematically from households away from the
borrowing constraint, consistent with what we find in the micro data. Additionally, our model features nominal
rigidities and allows for two assets. We also take a step beyond the crucial one of matching key empirical moments
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A fifth and parallel strand considers (persistent) heterogeneity in reduced-form or presumed-
classical preferences. Aguiar et al. (forthcoming) find that allowing for heterogeneity in patience
and the elasticity of intertemporal substitution helps match several empirical facts about the
behavior of HtM households. They suggest that behavioral factors might provide a potential micro-
foundation for their modeling choices. Krueger et al. (2016) and Auclert et al. (2020) introduce
permanent heterogeneity in patience and—in the case of Auclert et al. (2020)—in average skills
to better match wealth inequality data. Kekre and Lenel (2022) show that heterogeneity in risk
aversion can help account for observed heterogeneity in portfolio choice. Kaplan and Violante
(2022) show that heterogeneity in risk aversion can produce similar results to heterogeneity in
discount factors in terms of HtM shares and MPCs. They also show, however, that allowing for
heterogeneity in risk aversion or in discount factors does not solve the standard HANK’s "missing
middle problem" of producing a wealth distribution that is too polarized. We show that allowing
for heterogeneity in overconfidence, in contrast, fills in the missing middle. Furthermore, our
micro data does not favor patience or risk aversion alone as an empirically likely key margin of
heterogeneity; e.g., their correlations with HtM status are relatively weak compared to cognitive
skills and overconfidence, both qualitatively and quantitatively.

Overall, we show that accounting for observed fundamental differences between financially
constrained and unconstrained consumers is crucial for understanding macroeconomic fluctuations
and general equilibrium. This contrasts sharply both with models assuming rational expectations
("RE") and with behavioral models where the only potential deviation from RE regards some
aggregate variable. In those classes of models, households become borrowing constrained because
they are unlucky, i.e., hit by adverse productivity shocks, and HtM tends to be a relatively transi-
tory state. In our model, households are financially constrained in part because they overestimate
their own abilities, leading to a systematic relationship between cognitive skills, overconfidence,
and persistent HtM status. Accounting for this relationship turns out to matter greatly for policy
as well.

Outline. We detail our data and empirical findings in Section 2. Section 3 shows how we intro-
duce cognitive skills and overconfidence into HANK models, and Section 4 presents our model’s
stationary equilibrium results. Section 5 develops fiscal policy implications and Section 6 con-
cludes.

2 Micro Data and Empirical Results
In this section, we document several new facts regarding consumers’ cognitive skills, beliefs about
these skills and future financial situations, and how they relate to other forms of persistent hetero-
geneity and to six measures of hand-to-mouth status. We later use these facts to help discipline
and test our model. We show both unweighted and sampling probability-weighted estimates,
by demonstrating use cases for our model: analyzing positive and normative implications for fiscal policy.
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following Solon et al. (2015).

2.1 Data

Our micro data source is the American Life Panel, a long-running online panel that goes to great
lengths to obtain a nationally representative sample of U.S. adults.

We measure cognitive skills and overconfidence about cognitive skills using data from the
modules in Stango and Zinman (2023, 2024), henceforth SZ, which elicited behavioral biases and
cognitive abilities, together with questions about household financial condition (that we use here
to construct some of our measures of HtM status), from the same 845 panelists in two survey
rounds administered in 2014 and 2017. The SZ modules sample only working-age adults (aged
18-60 in 2014), which maps well into our model’s focus on labor-market productivity. We bring in
additional variables—regarding standard measures of HtM status not covered in the SZ modules,
and standard measures of consumer sentiment that we use to measure subjective financial condition
and expectations thereof—using various other ALP surveys administered from 2010 through 2022.
We start by detailing our key variable definitions and prevalences, including comparisons to other
work where applicable. We then describe the key micro empirical regularities that shape and
discipline our model.

Cognitive skills. We measure cognitive skills for SZ panelists with standard tests for fluid intel-
ligence (McArdle et al. (2007)), numeracy (Banks and Oldfield (2007)), cognitive control/executive
function (MacLeod (1991), Miyake and Friedman (2012)), and crystallized intelligence in the form
of financial literacy (Lusardi and Mitchell (2014)).8 We then extract a single common factor (a.k.a.
"g" or generalized intelligence) to use as a summary statistic for cognitive skills, as is customary
given that various cognitive skills measures are strongly related, both conceptually and empirically
(Jensen, 1998; Stango and Zinman, 2023).9

Overconfidence. We measure overconfidence for SZ panelists using the question: ". . . what
you think about your intelligence as it would be measured by a standard test. How do you think
your performance would rank, relative to all of the other ALP members who have taken the
test?", elicited as an integer percentile. Later in that survey they take a standard 15-question
"number series" test of fluid intelligence (McArdle et al. (2007)).10 Respondents are overconfident
on average, with 70 percent providing a better-than-average percentile.11

8For details on test questions, please see the Data Appendix to Stango and Zinman (2023).
9Results are very similar, qualitatively and quantitatively, if we use the first principal component of cognitive

skills instead of the first common factor.
10Number series scores correlate strongly with those from other fluid intelligence tests like IQ and Raven’s.
11The SZ data provides a second measure of (over)confidence about cognitive skills, regarding absolute perfor-

mance on the numeracy test, that is strongly correlated with our measure of overconfidence in relative performance
(Stango and Zinman (2023), Chapman et al. (2023)). We focus on the relative overconfidence measure because it
is more powerful, both statistically (it is more granular in our data) and conceptually (fluid intelligence is linked
more strongly to productivity than numeracy is).
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We are most interested in heterogeneity in overconfidence and measure it in two ways. One
is the degree of overconfidence, defined as the self-assessed rank minus the actual rank so that
a higher value of this "oc percentile rank" indicates more overconfidence. The second maps into
a key model input: the population share of households exhibiting persistent overconfidence. To
estimate this input we flag the 38 percent of respondents who are above-median rank in both 2014
and 2017 as "oc in both rounds" (the standard error on this prevalence estimate is 4pp).12

We are not aware of any other quantitative estimate of the share of consumers who are persis-
tently overconfident about their ability, or some closely related object, in a plausibly representative
national sample of the working-age population. Huffman et al. (2022) estimate that 45 to 48 per-
cent of managers are over-confident about their performance in a repeated high-stakes workplace
tournament held by a single employer. Moschini et al. (2023) find widespread over-optimism about
college completion among 18 year-olds in the 1997 NLSY. Various theories explain how overcon-
fidence can persist even in the presence of feedback (e.g., Heidhues et al. (2018) or Zimmermann
(2020)).

Subjective financial condition forecasts and realizations. We link overconfidence about
cognitive skills to consumers’ forecasts of their future financial situation. The ALP elicits such
forecasts, and subsequent realizations, in many of its survey modules, allowing us to build a panel
of 21,586 forecast-realization pairs, provided by 3,467 ALP panelists (including many SZ panelists,
as detailed below), across fourteen surveys administered in January and July from July 2010 to
January 2016.

The ALP elicits forecasts with a question that has long been used, by the Michigan Survey
of Consumers and many other national household surveys across the world, to help measure
consumer sentiment (e.g., Souleles (2004)): "... do you think that a year from now you will be
better off financially, or worse off, or just about the same as now?". These forecasts are highly
correlated with expected income growth in the relatively small number of ALP surveys that also
elicit an income forecast (Appendix Table A1). We measure realizations a year later with "We
are interested in how people are getting along financially these days. Would you say that you are
better off or worse off financially than you were a year ago?". Both forecasts and forecast errors
tilt strongly optimistic in the aggregate, regardless of the time period in our sample (Appendix

12Data limitations preclude us from estimating prevalence more precisely, by directly comparing each respon-
dent’s forecasted to actual percentile, because the forecast’s integer percentile support is much more granular than
the 15-question test realization’s support.
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Table A2).13 Forecast errors are persistent,14 and there is only modest evidence of learning over
relatively long periods of time.15 Nor is there evidence of substantial overcorrection.16

Being especially interested in persistent heterogeneity across consumers, we construct three
household-level measures of persistent optimism about financial situations. The first two are
indicators equaling one if the proportion of potentially optimistic forecast errors (weakly) exceeds
0.5. The third is the proportion itself. We estimate that 27 to 40 percent of the sample are
persistently optimistic in the SZ overlap sample. The SZ sample is key for our subsequent analysis
because we have the requisite measures of overconfidence about cognitive skills only for those
panelists. We obtain similar estimates of persistent optimism prevalence in the broader ALP
sample.

Hand-to-Mouth status. To assess whether someone is (persistently) HtM, we use six different
measures of financial constraints. Some of them have been used in previous work, others are new.
Two of the six measures are from the two SZ modules. The other four we pull in from other
survey modules completed by SZ respondents, so that we can link those additional HtM measures
to cognitive skills and overconfidence thereon.

We start by detailing the two HtM measures from the SZ modules. For each of these, we
create indicators for whether someone exhibits the symptom of HtM status in both 2014 and
2017. The first measure indicates severe financial distress, defined as reporting that any of four
events happened in the previous 12 months: forced move, late payments, hunger, or foregone
medical care. An estimated 28 or 31 percent of our sample exhibits this indicator in both 2014
and 2017 (for standard errors on these and other estimates of HtM prevalence see Table 1 Columns
(7) and (8)). Our second measure classifies a household as HtM if its liquid net worth is less than
half of total monthly household income. About 40 or 47 percent of our sample exhibits this
indicator in both 2014 and 2017. Kaplan and Violante (2022) obtain a similar estimate, of 41
percent, in a snapshot from the 2019 Survey of Consumer Finances.

13Appendix Table A2 shows that forecasts are more than twice as likely to predict improvement (27 to 30 percent
of observations) as deterioration (10 to 14 percent of observations). Forecast errors are roughly three times more
likely to be in an optimistic than pessimistic direction; to see this, focus on the "same" realization column to
allow for the possibility of forecast errors in either direction, and note that an estimated 13 to 18 percent of the
sample forecasted better and ended up the same, while only 4 to 7 percent forecasted worse and ended up the same.
Our findings are consistent with the evidence of persistent and strong excessive optimism, from several decades of
consumer sentiment data across many wealthy countries, in Claus and Nguyen (2023), following Souleles (2004)’s
similar findings from 1978-1996 U.S. data. The one counterexample we know of is Hyytinen and Putkuri (2018)’s
evidence of aggregate mean-zero forecast errors from Finland.

14Appendix Table A3 shows that 74 percent of consecutive forecast errors are the same (both optimistic, both
realistic, or both pessimistic), and that 53 percent of panelists who make an optimistic forecast error in the previous
period make the same error in the next period.

15Comparing the first to last forecast-realization pair we observe for panelists with multiple pairs, Appendix
Table A4 shows that the accuracy rate increases from 55 to 62 percent and the optimistic slant decreases from
16/21 = 77 percent to 13/18= 72 percent.

16Appendix Table A3 shows that optimists are about 9 times more likely to get better-calibrated than to over-
correct with a pessimistic forecast error.
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The third measure of HtM status is indicating strong agreement with the statement "I live from
paycheck to paycheck" in a 2012 survey. An estimated 56 or 59 percent of our sample does so. Our
fourth measure is closely related and draws on two questions asked in nine COVID-era modules
administered May 2020-July 2022. The mean proportion of these modules in which a panelist
exhibits paycheck-to-paycheck behavior is about 40 or 44 percent.17 Our fifth measure indicates
whether someone lacks precautionary savings, defined as reporting not having emergency or rainy
day funds set aside to cover 3-months of expenses. An estimated 63 or 72 percent of respondents,
who completed both surveys where this question was asked, indicate this in either 2012 or 2018.18

Our sixth measure is based on whether the panelist indicates having difficulty dealing with expense
shocks, measured as the proportion of 3 surveys from 2011, 2012, and 2018 where they do not
express the highest confidence or certainty that they could cover an unexpected $2,000 need arising
in the next month. The mean proportion across panelists is about 51 or 59 percent, as compared to
Sergeyev et al. (2024)’s estimate that 54 percent of U.S. households would have difficulty covering
an unexpected $2,000 emergency expense in 2022.

Overall, our estimates of HtM prevalence square well with those from prior work. They also
suggest that we have measures of financial constraints of varying severity, which will be useful for
exploring the robustness of our results below.

2.2 Key Correlations

We now use the above variables to estimate the key micro empirical relationships that shape and
discipline our model.

2.2.1 Empirical strategy

In estimating empirical relationships between variables, we focus on pairwise correlations, for two
reasons. One is empirical: pairwise correlations are easier to interpret when all of the variables
of interest are correlated with each other; conversely, multivariate estimates are likely subject to
confounds from over-controlling and multicollinearity. The other is conceptual: for modeling pur-
poses, we are interested in identifying a proxy for persistent and relatively fundamental consumer
heterogeneity (like overconfidence about cognitive skills) that can reproduce key empirical pat-

17For each panelist-survey we define an indicator that =1 if panelists respond "Very difficult" or "Somewhat
difficult" to "In the past month, how difficult has it been for you to cover your expenses and pay all your bills?"
or, on the followup question "Suppose now you have an emergency expense that costs $400. Based on your current
financial situation, how would you pay this expense?" they report one or more expensive options: credit card
revolving, small-dollar credit, or that they wouldn’t be able to pay for it. For each panelist we then take the ratio
of the count of indicators to the count of completed surveys, across the nine modules.

18The indicator for lacking precautionary savings is strongly serially correlated within-person across the two
surveys, with a tetrachoric correlation of 0.82 (s.e.=0.05) in the sample with nonmissing overconfidence. Unsurpris-
ingly then, correlations are statistically indistinguishable if we define the measure as lacking precautionary saving
in both 2012 and 2018. We report results for the either 2012 or 2018 version in the main table, in the interest of
showing a measure that indicates relatively high HtM prevalence.
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Table 1: Pairwise correlations between persistent HtM measures and cognitive skills or persistent overconfidence about skills

CS rank: cf 1=Oc both rounds Oc pctile rank Row variable, unw. Row variable, w.

Unw. Weighted Unw. Weighted Unw. Weighted Pop. share Pop. share

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
1=(Severe financial distress) -0.34 -0.29 0.18 0.27 0.19 0.18 0.28 0.31
s.e. 0.04 0.07 0.06 0.12 0.04 0.08 0.02 0.04
N 841 841 813 813 813 813 813 813
1=(Low net worth) -0.40 -0.37 0.25 0.20 0.23 0.09 0.40 0.47
s.e. 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.10 0.04 0.07 0.02 0.03
N 788 788 760 760 760 760 760 760
1=(paycheck-to-paycheck c. 2012) -0.29 -0.50 0.15 0.01 0.15 0.17 0.59 0.56
s.e. 0.07 0.08 0.10 0.24 0.07 0.12 0.03 0.08
N 263 263 255 255 255 255 255 255
paycheck-to-paycheck, COVID -0.38 -0.28 0.22 0.20 0.30 0.29 0.40 0.44
s.e. 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.09 0.05 0.08 0.04 0.03
N 527 527 516 516 516 516 516 516
1=(Lacks precautionary savings) -0.30 -0.30 0.11 0.09 0.18 0.19 0.63 0.72
s.e. 0.07 0.12 0.10 0.16 0.07 0.11 0.03 0.04
N 272 272 262 262 262 262 262 262
Difficult covering $2k expense -0.40 -0.43 0.23 0.31 0.22 0.25 0.51 0.59
s.e. 0.04 0.06 0.07 0.09 0.05 0.07 0.04 0.03
N 499 499 485 485 485 485 485 485

Note: CS = cognitive skills, measured as the common factor of four standard tests; OC= overconfidence re: relative performance in a cognitive skills test (see
Section 2.1 for details). Weighted estimates use the sampling probability for the last SZ module. In Columns 5 and 6, we use Obviously Related Instrumental
Variables to account for measurement error by having the two measurements of o/c rank (taken in 2014 and 2017) instrument for each other (Gillen et al. (2019);
Stango and Zinman (2023)). We do not take the same approach to the o/c indicator in Columns 3 and 4, because measurement error-IV does not work well
on misclassification error. Fully non-IV correlations estimated using tetrachoric or Pearson. See Section 2.1 for details on HtM measure definitions. The two
non-indicator HtM variables are each defined as the proportion of indicators across multiple surveys, so for population share estimates we take the mean of the
estimated population shares for each component indicator used in creating that variable.
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terns in the aggregate (like patterns of forecast errors and financial constraints). The proxy can be
useful, for modeling purposes, whether or not it has a causal relationship with the other variables
of interest. We address measurement error in cognitive skills, overconfidence, and other potential
sources of fundamental and persistent heterogeneity in decision making by using SZ’s repeated
measurements as instruments for each other where advisable, following Gillen et al. (2019) and
Stango and Zinman (2023).19

2.2.2 Cognitive skills and HtM status

As noted at the outset, cognitive skills heterogeneity has been linked to some variables of macroeco-
nomic interest in prior work but not explicitly to HtM status and its persistence within-household
over time.20 Columns (1) and (2) in Table 1 take steps towards filling that gap. We estimate
unweighted and sampling-probability-weighted correlations between our cognitive skills summary
measure and each of our six HtM measures, finding a negative sign on all 12 point estimates. All
of them are larger than |0.27| and most have t-stats of |4| or more.

2.2.3 Overconfidence, forecasting, and HtM status

Given that cognitive skills heterogeneity alone is unlikely to help fit the macro data (as we show
formally in Section 4), we now consider whether overconfidence about cognitive skills is a potential
underpinning or proxy for the strong relationship between cognitive skills and persistent HtM
documented in Table 1 Columns 1 and 2. Indeed, overconfidence in relative performance is the
behavioral bias most strongly correlated with cognitive skills out of the 17 biases measured in the
SZ data (Stango and Zinman (2023)). Overconfidence could be a key link between cognitive skills
and consumer behavior that has been overlooked so far.

Table 2: Optimistic forecast errors are more prevalent among the overconfident

(Optimist share | overconfident)
(Optimist share | not oc)

Optimism measure

1 = (Prop. Opt. FEs > 0.5) 1 = (Prop. Opt. FEs ≥ 0.5)

Unweighted 1.25 1.20
Weighted 1.08 1.06

Note: Sample is the 462 Stango-Zinman panelists who also provide the requisite data, in other ALP modules, to
measure at least two potentially optimistic forecast errors. Overconfidence re: relative performance in a cognitive
skills test (see Section 2.1 for details). Weighted estimates use the sample probability weights from the last Stango-
Zinman module.

Table 2 links overconfidence about cognitive skills to over-optimism about one’s own future
19Measurement error IV is advisable for smooth measures but not for discrete ones—the latter are subject to

misclassification error that is non-classical.
20Recall that 5 of our 6 HtM measures explicitly capture persistence. Because HtM status is so persistent,

results on HtM snapshots are similar and we do not report them below.
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financial situation. We see that persistent optimism about one’s own future financial condition—
as measured by our two indicators—is about 1.06 to 1.25 times more prevalent among persistently
overconfident households than in the rest of the population. In our model calibration, we will use
this ratio of relative over-optimism to discipline overconfidence.

Table 2 suggests that the strong negative relationship between cognitive skills and HtM status
in columns 1 and 2 in Table 1 may be due at least in part to overconfidence. Columns 3-6 in
Table 1 provide empirical support for that conjecture. Here we estimate 24 correlations: (6 HtM
measures × 2 overconfidence measures × weighted or unweighted). All 24 point estimates are
positively signed, and 17 have t-stats strictly greater than two.21 Relatedly, Grohmann et al.
(2023) find that overconfident participants save less in a lab experiment.

2.3 Other sources of fundamental heterogeneity?

Other papers have put forth more classical sources of relatively fundamental heterogeneity as
candidates for macro modeling; see e.g., Krueger et al. (2016), Auclert et al. (2020), Aguiar et al.
(forthcoming), Kaplan and Violante (2022), and Andreou et al. (2023) on patience, and Kaplan and
Violante (2022) and Kekre and Lenel (2022) on risk aversion. But we find that the micro data favors
focusing on cognitive skills and overconfidence over patience or risk aversion. Stango and Zinman
(2023)’s findings point to cognitive skills heterogeneity as the most likely source or summary
statistic for heterogeneity in various behavioral biases, and moreover show that overconfidence in
relative performance is the bias that has the strongest correlation with cognitive skills. Here we
look directly at relationships between our other key micro variables for macro modeling on the one
hand, and patience or risk aversion on the other. We do not find evidence of a robust relationship
between those classical decision inputs and persistent over-optimism about financial condition,
subject to the caveat that any nulls are imprecisely estimated (Appendix Table A6). Turning to
HtM status, although we do find some evidence of potentially meaningful correlations with patience
or risk aversion, overall the relationships are less robustly strong across our six HtM measures than
they are with cognitive skills or overconfidence, both statistically and quantitatively, and patience
has a surprising positive correlation with our pre-COVID measure of living paycheck-to-paycheck
(Appendix Table A7). Nor is patience a good proxy for overconfidence (Appendix Table A8
Columns 1 and 2). Risk aversion might be, but the two different measures of presumed-classical
risk aversion in the SZ data have opposite-signed correlations with overconfidence (Appendix Table
A8 Columns 3-6), despite being positively correlated >0.2 with each other.

21Consistent with Tables 1 and 2, Table A5 shows strong correlations between over-optimism about financial
condition and HtM status. All 30 point estimates are positive, most have t-stats > 3, and 28 have t-stats larger
than 2.
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2.4 Summary of results from micro data

To summarize, we find that persistent HtM status decreases strongly with cognitive skills and
increases with overconfidence thereon, and that overconfident consumers tend to be persistently
too optimistic about their future financial situation. Together with prevalent overconfidence, and
the strong negative correlation between cognitive skills and overconfidence found in prior work,
these findings suggest that accounting for consumer heterogeneity in cognitive skills and/or over-
confidence could be important for understanding macroeconomic fluctuations. We next develop a
model to explore this possibility formally and quantitatively.

3 Model
We now develop an augmented HANK model, using our new results in Section 2, together with
consensus estimates of key macro variable moments, to shape and discipline the model. Aside
from adding heterogeneity in cognitive skills and overconfidence about these skills, the model is
otherwise standard: it features incomplete markets in the spirit of Bewley (1986), Huggett (1993),
and Aiyagari (1994), and nominal rigidities in the form of sticky wages. Time is discrete and
denoted by t = 1, 2, ... . We first focus on the case in which households can only save in one
asset—a liquid bond issued by the government. Later on, we introduce a second asset in the form
of illiquid productive capital.

Households. There is a unit mass of households subject to idiosyncratic risk, incomplete mar-
kets, and borrowing constraints. We allow for permanent heterogeneity in households’ cognitive
skills (modelled as productivity) and overconfidence about these cognitive skills (specifically about
idiosyncratic productivity).22 An individual household’s productivity of permanent type g in pe-
riod t are denoted by ēget, where ēg captures permanent differences across groups in average
productivity levels, and et captures idiosyncratic productivity. The stochastic component et fol-
lows a Markov process with time-invariant transition matrix P . The process for et is the same for
all households and the mass of households in state e is always equal to the probability of being in
state e in the stationary equilibrium, p(e).

The problem of an individual household of type g in idiosyncratic state et, with beginning-of-
period asset holdings bt−1, is given by:

Vg,t (bt−1, et) = max
ct,bt

{
c1−γt

1− γ
− n1+φ

t

1 + φ
+ βẼg,tVg,t+1 (bt, et+1)

}

22We assume that heterogeneity in cognitive skills and overconfidence is permanent given the results in Stango
and Zinman (2024). Consistent with that, Hoffman and Burks (2020) also find, among truckers, that workers’
over-optimistic beliefs about their productivity are very persistent.
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subject to

ct +
bt

1 + rt
= bt−1 + (1− τt)wtēgetnt (1)

bt ≥ −b, (2)

where ct denotes consumption, nt hours worked, rt the net real interest rate, wt the real wage, τt the
income tax rate, and V the value function. We assume a standard CRRA utility function where
the parameters γ, φ, and β denote relative risk aversion, the inverse Frisch elasticity of labor
supply, and the time discount factor, respectively. These parameters as well as the exogenous
borrowing limit b are the same for all households and time-invariant.

The expectations operator Ẽg,t is our key innovation, and we discuss it next.

Cognitive skills and overconfidence. We model heterogeneity in cognitive skill levels as
different average productivities ēg, given the strong (negative) correlation between cognitive skills
and income in the data (Stango and Zinman, 2023).

All households observe their current productivity ēget but overconfident households have biased
beliefs about the transition probabilities p(et+1|et). Specifically, overconfident households assign
too much probability to reaching (or staying in) relatively high-skill states, and too little proba-
bility to reaching (or staying in) relatively low-skill states. This makes overconfident households
too optimistic about their expected future productivity, relative to rational households with the
same productivity and idiosyncratic risk.

Let pij ≡ p(et+1 = ej|et = ei) denote the probability that a household with current idiosyn-
cratic productivity ei ∈ {e1, e2, ...., eJ} reaches productivity ej ∈ {e1, e2, ...., eJ} in the following
period, and assume that the productivities are ordered such that e1 < e2 < ... < eJ . To capture
overconfidence with only one additional parameter independent of the number of states, we assume
that an overconfident household’s perceived transition probabilities p̃ij are given by

p̃ij ≡


αpij, if i < j

1
α
pij, if i > j

1−
∑

j ̸=i p̃ij, if i = j,

(3)

where the parameter α ≥ 1 captures overconfidence. If α > 1, the household assigns too much
weight to reaching a better state (this is the case i < j) and too little weight to reaching a worse
state (i > j). The perceived probability of staying in the same state (i = j) ensures that the
probabilities sum to 1.23 We discuss an alternative modelling approach in Section 4.3, where
the degree of overconfidence depends on the distance between the states. Note that the rational

23We further restrict α such that all perceived transition probabilities lie between 0 and 1. Given a standard
calibration for the income process, this restriction is never binding.
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expectations case is captured by setting α = 1 and thus nested in our setup.24

An immediate implication is that overconfident households will more often be overly optimistic
about their financial situation (specifically income, in the model) compared to rational households,
consistent with the empirical findings reported in Section 2.2.3. We will use our empirical estimate
of the relative share of optimists among overconfident and rational households from Table 2 to
calibrate α below (in Section 3.1).

Unions. We follow the recent HANK literature and assume that hours worked nt are determined
by union labor demand and that wages are sticky whereas prices are flexible (see especially Auclert
et al. (forthcoming), which is based on Erceg et al. (2000)).25 Each worker provides nk,t hours of
work to a continuum of unions indexed by k ∈ [0, 1]. Each union aggregates efficient units of work
into a union-specific task

Nk,t =

∫
ēiei,tni,k,tdi,

where i here denotes an individual household carrying its permanent type and in its current
idiosyncratic state.

A competitive labor packer then packages these tasks into aggregate employment services
according to the CES technology

Nt =

(∫
k

N
ϵ−1
ϵ

k,t

) ϵ
ϵ−1

(4)

and sells these services to firms at price wt.

We model wage stickiness by imposing a quadratic utility cost ψ
2

∫
k

(
Wk,t

Wk,t−1
− 1

)2

dk that shows
up in the household’s utility function. A union sets a common nominal wage Wk,t per efficient
unit for each of its members.

In doing so, the union trades-off the marginal disutility of working given average hours against
the marginal utility of consumption given average consumption. The union then calls upon its
members to supply hours. We assume the union ensures that each household supplies the same
amount of hours.

Firms. A representative firm operates an aggregate production function which is linear in labor
input Nt

Yt = Nt, (5)

24Modelling overconfidence as in (3) is similar to the way Caballero and Simsek (2020) model optimism about
an aggregate state with two possible realizations. In contrast to them, we focus on idiosyncratic states and allow
for an arbitrary number of realizations. McClung and Nighswander (2021) introduce belief heterogeneity about
idiosyncratic employment transition probabilities into a life-cycle model, but consider only two possible states.

25Auclert et al. (2023) and Broer et al. (2020) argue in favor of using sticky wages rather than sticky prices in
HANK models.
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to produce total output Yt. Prices are fully flexible such that the real wage per efficient hour is
constant

wt = 1. (6)

Profits are zero. Since the nominal wage is given by Wt ≡ wtPt = Pt, we have

1 + πt = 1 + πwt , (7)

where πt ≡ Pt

Pt−1
− 1 denotes goods price inflation, and πwt ≡ Wt

Wt−1
− 1 wage inflation.

Fiscal policy. We abstract from government spending and assume that the fiscal authority sets
total taxes minus transfers, Tt, following a simple debt feedback rule

Tt − T̄ = ϑ
Bt − B̄

Ȳ
, (8)

where T̄ , B̄ and Ȳ denote the stationary equilibrium values of taxes, government debt and output,
respectively. Furthermore, the government budget constraint is given by

Bt + Tt = (1 + rt)Bt−1. (9)

Monetary policy. The monetary authority directly controls the real rate rt and we assume that
they keep it constant at its steady state value r. This assumption only matters when we consider
aggregate shocks, as we do when examining how overconfident consumers change the effectiveness
of temporarily increasing fiscal transfers in Section 5.1, .

Equilibrium. Absent aggregate shocks, and given an initial price level P−1, initial nominal
wage W−1, initial government debt B−1, and an initial distribution of agents Ψg,0 (b−1, e0) in
each fixed group g, a general equilibrium is a path for prices {Pt,Wt, πt, π

w
t , rt, it}, aggregates

{Yt, Ct, Nt, Bt, Tt}, individual allocation rules {cg,t(bt−1, et), bg,t(bt−1, et)} and joint distributions of
agents Ψg,t (bt−1, et) such that households optimize (given their beliefs), all firms optimize, unions
optimize, monetary and fiscal policies follow their rules, and the goods and bond markets clear:

∑
g,e

µgp(e)

∫
ctΨg,t (bt−1, et) = Yt (10)

∑
g,e

µgp(e)

∫
btΨg,t (bt−1, et) = Bt, (11)

where µg denotes the mass of agents of type g.
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3.1 Calibration

One period in the model corresponds to a quarter. We calibrate the standard parameters to values
often used in the literature. For the idiosyncratic productivity process, we follow McKay et al.
(2016) and set the autocorrelation of et to ρe = 0.966 and the variance to σ2

e = 0.033. We then
discretize this process into an eleven-states Markov chain using the Rouwenhorst (1995) method.
We set the discount factor, β, to match a steady state real interest rate of 4% (annualized). Risk
aversion is set to γ = 2, the inverse Frisch elasticity to φ = 2, and the borrowing limit to b = 0

(as, e.g., in McKay et al. (2016)). We set the average wealth to average annual income ratio to its
empirical counterpart of 4.1 (Kaplan and Violante (2022)).

Table 3: Persistent overconfidence: prevalence and relationship to income

Overconfident in both survey rounds?

Yes No Yes No
Unweighted Unweighted Weighted Weighted

Population share 0.34 0.38
(0.02) (0.04)

Mean Income $51,182 $79,765 $42,035 $77,145
N 817 817 817 817

Note: Standard errors in parentheses. Weighted estimates use the sampling probability for the last SZ module.
Income is the sample mean of each panelist’s mean income across the two SZ modules.

We set the share of overconfident households to 0.38 (Table 3), using the higher estimate
from our data in light of Huffman et al. (2022)’s finding of even higher prevalence in a high-
stakes workplace tournament.26 Based on prior work showing strong negative correlations between
cognitive skills and overconfidence about those skills (see Ehrlinger et al. (2008); Stango and
Zinman (2023) with additional results here in Table A9), and in the interest of parsimony, we
collapse permanent heterogeneity in skills and confidence to two types: overconfident with low
skills, and rational with high skills. We normalize the average productivity of the high-skilled and
rational households to ē2 = 1 and set the average skill level of the low-skilled and overconfident
households to ē1 = 0.55, based on our weighted estimates of average income for overconfident vs.
rational households in Table 3: 0.55 = 42,000

77,000
.

Following equation (3), we capture the degree of overconfidence in the overconfident and low-
skilled group with one parameter, α. To calibrate α, we target our estimates from Table 2 that
overconfident households are more likely to have optimistic one-year forecast errors about their
financial situation,27 using a medium value of 1.18 as our target. This results in α = 2. Below

26Using our lower estimate of 34% changes our quantitative results only slightly. For example, it changes the
share of HtM from 29% to 27% and the average MPC from 0.16 to 0.15.

27Note that in the stationary equilibrium of our model a household that is overly optimistic about its future
idiosyncratic productivity is also overly optimistic about its future financial situation (defined as labor income plus
asset income). The reason is that wages, hours worked, and asset returns are constant and therefore the only
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Table 4: Stationary equilibrium calibration

Parameter Description Value
R Steady state real rate (annualized) 4%
γ Risk aversion 2
φ Inverse of Frisch elasticity 2
b Borrowing limit 0
B̄
4Ȳ

Average wealth to average income 4.1

Idiosyncratic risk
ρe Persistence of idiosyncratic risk 0.966
σ2
e Variance of idiosyncratic risk 0.033

Permanent heterogeneity
µg Mass of households {0.38, 0.62}
ēg Cognitive skills {0.55, 1}
α Degree of overconfidence 2

Note: Calibration summary for our one-asset model using two groups to capture permanent heterogeneity: house-
holds in group one have relatively low average skill levels ē1 < ē2 and are overconfident (α > 1), group two is
relatively high-skilled and has rational expectations (α = 1).

we consider several alternative parameterizations of heterogeneity in cognitive skills and overcon-
fidence and find similar results. Table 4 summarizes our baseline calibration.

4 Stationary Equilibrium Predictions
We now consider our model’s ability to fit various key moments from macro and micro data, as
compared to HANK models that abstract from cognitive skills or belief heterogeneity or both.

4.1 Hand-to-Mouth Shares and Average MPCs

We start by considering the effects of permanent heterogeneity in cognitive skills and overconfi-
dence on the share of Hand-to-Mouth (HtM) households and the implied average marginal propen-
sity to consume (MPC) of households.28

Table 5 compares predictions across four different models: our baseline model with heterogene-
ity in cognitive skills and overconfidence ("HANK: CS + OC", in Column 1), a standard HANK
model (Column 2) with no heterogeneity in permanent productivity levels (ēg = {1, 1}) and full
rationality (α = 1), a HANK model with permanent heterogeneity in skill levels but full rational-
ity ("HANK: CS", Column 3), and a HANK model with a group of permanently overconfident
households but no skill heterogeneity ("HANK: OC", Column 4).29 We start by comparing our

possible variation in a household’s financial situation comes from changes in idiosyncratic productivity.
28Here we define HtM as holding less liquid wealth than half of average monthly income.
29When comparing these four different models, we take the standard approach of recalibrating the discount

factor such that all models have the same asset supply and the same steady-state real interest rate (see, e.g.,
Kaplan and Violante (2022)). The rest of the calibration is the same for all models.
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model to the standard HANK, and then use the other two models to help unpack the differences.

Table 5: MPCs and shares of HtM households across the models.

HANK: CS + OC Standard HANK HANK: CS HANK: OC
(1) (2) (3) (4)

HtM Share 0.29 0.03 0.04 0.28
Avg. MPC 0.16 0.04 0.04 0.18
HtM rational HHs 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.02
Avg. MPC rat. HHs 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.03
HtM OC HHs - - - 0.70
Avg. MPC OC HHs - - - 0.43
HtM rat. HHs Low-Skilled - - 0.04 -
Avg. MPC rat. HHs LS - - 0.03 -
HtM OC HHs LS 0.74 - - -
Avg. MPC OC HHs LS 0.38 - - -

Note: MPCs refer to MPCs out of a $500 dollar stimulus check. "HANK: CS + OC" is our baseline model (one-
asset, with heterogeneity in cognitive skills and overconfidence); "Standard HANK" denotes a standard one-asset
model that abstracts from heterogeneity in skills and overconfidence; "HANK: CS" adds heterogeneity in skills only
to Standard HANK; "HANK: OC" adds heterogeneity in overconfidence only to Standard HANK.

Column 2 reproduces the well-documented finding that a standard one-asset HANK model
calibrated to match average wealth produces an average MPC and aggregate HtM share that are
both far below consensus estimates (Auclert et al. (forthcoming), Kaplan and Violante (2022)).
The reason is that rational households have a strong incentive to self-insure themselves against
their idiosyncratic risk by accumulating liquid wealth. Thus, with a high enough liquidity supply
in the economy, almost no households end up at the borrowing constraint.

In contrast, our model with skill and belief heterogeneity (Column 1) produces an average MPC
and a HtM share that are both multiple times larger than in the standard one-asset HANK model.
Our predictions align well with consensus estimates, albeit more obviously so for the MPC. For
example, Jappelli and Pistaferri (2010) and Havranek and Sokolova (2020) report average MPC
estimates in the range of 15-25% over a quarterly time horizon, as compared to our 16%. Our
predicted share of HtM households, 0.29, is in the range of our estimated empirical share based
on our most conservative definition of HtM status: those with severe financial distress (Table 1).

Column 3 shows that skill heterogeneity alone does not drive our model’s ability to fit the data
better. If we introduce skill heterogeneity but keep all households rational (i.e., well-calibrated
about their productivity), the average MPC and the HtM share are very similar to those produced
by the standard HANK model. The reason is that a rational household still has a strong incentive
to self-insure regardless of its average productivity.

Column 4 shows that our model’s allowance for belief heterogeneity drives its improved perfor-
mance. Specifically, keeping average productivity homogeneous but allowing some households to
be overconfident about their future idiosyncratic productivity generates average MPCs and HtM
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shares that are consistent with the data. The mechanism is that overconfident households over-
estimate their expected income; i.e., they perceive their income risk to be lower than it actually
is. Overconfident households thus accumulate less precautionary savings than rational households
facing the same actual income risk. Consequently, and in line with our empirical findings in Section
2, overconfident households are much more likely to end up being HtM than rational households in
our model (74% of overconfident households are HtM, while only 2% of rational households are).
This also results in a high average MPC for the group of low-skilled, overconfident households
(0.375, vs. 0.027 for the rational households), driving up the aggregate average MPC. These re-
sults are consistent with Bernard (2023)’s empirical finding that a lack of cognitive sophistication
is positively correlated with MPCs.

4.2 "Missing Middle Problem" and the Top 10% Wealth Share

Standard one-asset HANK models can generate a high average MPC by restricting wealth to
be many multiples lower than consensus estimates (Wolf (forthcoming), Kaplan and Violante
(2022), Seidl and Seyrich (2023)). This restriction also produces an excessively polarized wealth
distribution (Kaplan and Violante, 2022). One way to see this "Missing Middle" problem is that
median wealth to mean annual earnings is about an order of magnitude smaller in standard HANK
models than in the data. We offer further confirmation of this finding by recalibrating the standard
HANK model used in Table 5 Column 2 to match the average MPC produced by our one-asset
model with skill and belief heterogeneity. Matching the average MPC requires setting total wealth
to income to 0.7 instead of 4.1, and delivers a median wealth-to-average annual income ratio of
0.2 vs. about 1.5 in the data (Kaplan and Violante, 2022).

Our one-asset model with heterogeneity in cognitive skills and overconfidence fills in the miss-
ing middle: it predicts a median wealth-to-average annual income ratio of 1.4 that is close to
its empirical counterpart of 1.5. Rational households that have experienced several periods of
relatively low productivity make up most of the middle of our wealth distribution. Overconfident
households tend to be HtM and thus account for most of the bottom, as discussed above. Ratio-
nal households that have not experienced long spells of bad productivity shocks populate the top
of the distribution. Although not targeted, our model predicts that the top 10% of households
hold 45% of wealth, as compared to the empirical estimate of 49% (Kaplan and Violante, 2022).
Overall, our model produces a wealth distribution that matches the data well.

Discount factor heterogeneity. As illustrated by Krueger et al. (2016), Aguiar et al. (forth-
coming), or Kaplan and Violante (2022), ex-ante heterogeneity in discount factors β can help the
rational model account for some of the MPC patterns observed in the data. Aguiar et al. (forth-
coming) suggest that behavioral frictions could provide a microfoundation for the low β of some
households. Yet our empirical evidence in Section 2 points towards overconfidence and not impa-
tience as having a strong connection to HtM status. Similarly, D’Acunto et al. (2023a) find links
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between other key macro variables and cognitive skills that cannot be explained via heterogeneity
in patience.

Besides the empirical evidence, there are also important distinctions from a modeling perspec-
tive between heterogeneity in overconfidence and heterogeneity in discount factors. Note first that
they are not equivalent, as the following Lemma states.

Lemma 1. Unless marginal utility is constant across individual states, the model with heterogene-
ity in overconfidence and the model with heterogeneity in patience are not equivalent.

Proof. See Appendix B.

The intuition is that overconfidence affects expected marginal utility, which depends on the indi-
vidual state of a household. In contrast, impatient households have the same lower discount factor
independent of their current state. Thus, at the household level, these two models cannot be the
same.

At the macro level, it is nevertheless technically possible to produce the same average MPC
predicted by our baseline model in a model with discount factor heterogeneity. But this comes at
the cost of also producing two unattractive features. First, it requires using the discount factor
of the impatient households as a free parameter to match the average MPC. Second, it tends to
produce wealth distributions with a missing middle (as shown by Kaplan and Violante (2022)).

We further show that the two models can also differ vastly in their normative implications
(Section 5.2.2), highlighting that it matters for the optimal debt level why households differ in
their savings behavior and HtM status.

4.3 Extensions

We now show that our results are robust to: (i) Accounting for the empirical finding that 11% of
households are persistently underconfident, and (ii) An alternative specification of overconfidence
that is state dependent. We then extend the model to incorporate a second, productive asset.

4.3.1 Underconfident households.

Our survey data suggests that 11% of households are persistently underconfident, defined as un-
derestimating their cognitive skills in both survey rounds. We extend our model to account for
this by setting αuc < 1 for 11% of households and adding a symmetric target to its calibration:
we now not only target overconfident households being 1.18 times as likely to be optimistic about
their future situations than their rational counterparts, but also underconfident households being
1.18 times as likely to be too pessimistic. We again allow the discount factor to adjust keep the
real interest rate at 4% annually.30

30This requires a discount factor of 0.981 instead of 0.982.
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Incorporating underconfident households actually increases the overall HtM share slightly from
29.2% to 30.0% and the average MPC from 16.3% to 16.7%. In partial equilibrium, one would
see effects in the opposite direction, because underconfident households overestimate their precau-
tionary savings motive compared to rational households. This pushes underconfident households
to save more than the rational households they are replacing in the model. The underconfident
are then slightly less likely to end up HtM (recall that HtM probability is quite low for rational
households in any model). In general equilibrium, the added savings demand from underconfident
households pushes up the asset price, crowding out savings from the larger mass of households
close to the borrowing constraint.

Overall, extending the model by accounting for underconfident households further illustrates
how adding heterogeneity in beliefs about skills can help improve model performance in general
equilibrium. But given the small share of underconfident households in the data, adding them to
our model has only small quantitative effects.

4.3.2 Alternative way of modelling overconfidence.

In our baseline specification of overconfidence (equation (3)), the degree of overconfidence is the
same for all overconfident households, independent of their current state or skill level. We now
allow for dependence of the following form:

p̃ij ≡

α(ej−ei)pij, if i ̸= j

1−
∑

j ̸=i p̃ij, if i = j.
(12)

As in our baseline specification, when α > 1, the transition probabilities of moving upwards
(ei < ej) are overweighted and the probabilities of moving downward are underweighted. Here
we posit that these probability distortions are larger for states that are further away from each
other.31

We again calibrate α to match the empirical finding that overconfident households are about
1.18 times as likely to be overly-optimistic about their future financial situation than rational
agents. This implies α = 2.65. The predicted average MPC is 0.175 and thus largely unchanged
from our baseline estimate of 0.163. The predicted HtM share is now about 10 percentage points
higher, at 39.2%, and thus closer to the empirical shares of more expansive definitions of HtM (see
Table 1).

4.3.3 Overconfidence in a Two-Asset Model

Rational HANK models often introduce a second, illiquid asset to match the average MPC while
simultaneously matching total wealth in the economy (Kaplan et al. (2018), Kaplan and Violante

31This specification may arise if households’ beliefs are more distorted for less-frequent events, such as large
changes in their idiosyncratic productivity, than for more-frequent events.
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(2022), Auclert et al. (forthcoming)). This approach seeks to capture illiquid assets that are good
long-run savings vehicles but ill-suited for self-insurance purposes. But in order to match high
average MPCs, two-asset HANK models typically require a liquidity premium—a return difference
between liquid and illiquid assets—that is arguably substantially higher than in the data (Kaplan
and Violante (2022)).

We now show that the two-asset version of our model can fit the MPC and wealth data with
a substantially lower liquidity premium than required by a standard two-asset HANK model.

Model. Per standard practice, adding an illiquid asset requires enriching the model in two ways.
First, households can now save in two assets: a liquid but low-return bond, and illiquid but high-
return productive capital. Second, we add capital to the production function.

The household’s budget constraint now reads:

ct +
bt

1 + rt
+ kt = bt−1+(1 + rkt )kt−1 + (1− τt)wtēgetnt, (13)

where k denotes the illiquid asset of the household and rk is its net return. Capital depreciates
at rate δ and depreciated capital has to be replaced for maintenance. We follow Bayer et al.
(forthcoming) and assume that households make their savings and portfolio choices between liquid
bonds and illiquid capital in light of a capital market friction: participation in the capital market is
random and i.i.d. in the sense that only a fraction λ of households can adjust their capital holdings
in a given period. Households not participating in the capital market in a given period (kt = kt−1)
still obtain the return on their illiquid asset holdings and can adjust their bond holdings. We
further assume that holdings of both assets must be non-negative:

bt, kt ≥ 0.

A representative firm operates a Cobb-Douglas production function using capital (K) and
labor (N) as input factors:

Yt = Kχ
t−1N

1−χ
t , (14)

where χ denotes the capital share in production.
In addition to the equilibrium conditions in Section 3, now the capital market must clear:

∑
g,e

µgp(e)

∫
ktΨg,t (kt−1, et) = Kt. (15)

Calibration. We maintain the same values for each of the parameters that also appear in our
baseline model (except for the discount factor). Table 6 shows our calibration of the additional
parameters and the discount factor. We set the capital share to χ = 0.318 and the quarterly
depreciation rate to δ = 0.0175 as in Bayer et al. (forthcoming). We then use the per-period
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capital market participation probability λ and the discount factor β to jointly target the average
wealth-to-annual income ratio of 4.1 and the liquid asset-to-annual income of 0.2 as in Kaplan and
Violante (2022).

Table 6: Calibration two-asset model

Parameter Description Value
χ Capital share 0.318
δ Depreciation rate 0.0175
λ Capital market participation rate 0.37
β Discount factor 0.992

Note: The table shows the values for the additional parameters in our two-asset model and the discount factor. All
other parameters stay the same as in our baseline model.

Stationary Equilibrium Results. Table 7 shows the influence of overconfident households on
the stationary equilibrium (Column 1). We start by explaining the mechanisms underlying our
results, and then compare the empirical fit of our model to standard models.

The share of HtM households is now 0.38, as compared to 0.29 in our baseline model, because
the illiquid asset’s higher return induces some savers to substitute from the liquid asset. This is
mostly driven by "wealthy HtM" households who would not be HtM in a one-asset model and
now choose to save only in the illiquid asset (Kaplan et al. (2018)). In contrast, the average
MPC increases by only about one percentage point here relative to our baseline model, to 0.171,
indicating that in the two-asset model, on average, constrained households are not as far off their
Euler equation and thus spend less out of a $500 windfall. There is again a stark difference
between the behavior of rational and overconfident households in our model. Rational households
accumulate liquid assets to self-insure before saving in the illiquid asset. Overconfident households
remain much more likely to be HtM (77% vs. 14%) because they foresee little value in accumulating
a liquid buffer stock and hence prioritize the illiquid asset’s higher return if they do save.
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Table 7: MPCs and liquidity spread across two-asset models.

Two-asset HANK with overconfidence Rational two-asset HANK
(1) (2) (3)

Calibrated as (1) Recalibrated
HtM 0.38 0.23 0.27
Avg. MPC 0.17 0.06 0.15
return gap (annualized) 2.3% 4.4% 9.3%
HtM rat. HHs 0.14 0.23 0.27
Avg. MPC rat. HHs 0.04 0.06 0.15
HtM OC HHs 0.77 - -
Avg. MPC OC HHs 0.39 - -

Note: MPCs refer to MPCs out of a stimulus check of $500. The model in Column 3 is recalibrated to produce an
average MPC of 0.15.

Column 2 presents a standard two-asset HANK model for comparison, keeping all the param-
eters the same as in our model except for recalibrating β to target the mean wealth-to-annual
income ratio of 4.1.32 Unlike our model, this produces a HtM share of 0.23 and average quarterly
MPC of 0.06 that are substantially below the lower end of the consensus ranges of empirical esti-
mates.33 Targeting an average MPC at the lower end, e.g. 0.15, requires an annualized return gap
of 9.3% (Column 3).34 Our model produces a much lower return gap of 2.3% because overconfident
households underestimate precautionary savings needs and thus require a much smaller premium
on illiquid assets, thereby driving demand for the illiquid asset up and its return down.

Given empirical estimates of the return gap in the ballpark of 5% (see, e.g., Jordà et al. (2019)),
it may seem at first glance that our two-asset model undershoots substantially. But both our model
and standard HANK abstract from aggregate risk. Accounting for aggregate risk would likely push
our estimated risk premium closer to the data and a standard HANK model’s estimate even farther
away from it, in the case where standard HANK targets an empirically realistic average MPC as
in Column 3.

32This requires quarterly β = 0.989, as compared to 0.992 in our model.
33Compared to our model, the average MPC in the rational model is also lower conditional on the share of HtM

households, because overconfident households have higher MPCs conditional on their current state given their lower
perceived income risk.

34In targeting the quarterly average MPC of 0.15 we set β = 0.9805, λ = 0.15, and δ = 0.00875.
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5 Policy Implications of the Systematic Relationship between

Cognitive Skills, Overconfidence, and HtM Status
We now show that heterogeneous overconfidence matters for the design and effectiveness of fiscal
policy tools seeking to stimulate and/or insure consumption. There are two key mechanisms.
First, our model produces more higher-income HtM households, as overconfidence is a key pre-
dictor of HtM status even conditional on income. This has implications for the effectiveness of
income-targeted transfer payments on stimulating private consumption. Second, overconfident
households undervalue self-insurance and hence are less responsive to changes in precautionary
savings incentives. This dampens crowdout when the government provides insurance (we consider
a minimum income benefit as an example), but makes it more difficult to induce households in the
neighborhood of the borrowing constraint to self-insure when the government provides liquidity
(through higher public debt levels).

5.1 The distribution of HtM households and targeted transfers

We start by considering an income-targeted transfer that is not anticipated by consumers. Given
the difficulty of directly identifying empirical evidence on the general-equilibrium effects of transfer
policies, they are generally evaluated using models—models that match the observed average MPC
(see e.g., Kaplan and Violante (2014), Wolf (forthcoming)). But for targeted transfers it is the
MPC of transfer recipients that matters most.

As such, matching the HtM-income distribution is important for accurately evaluating the
stimulative efficacy of targeted transfer policies (Figure 1). The figure’s gray hashes show the
relationship between HtM status and income found in our microdata (with plus/minus two stan-
dard errors also in grey).35 The standard one-asset HANK model with high wealth, depicted by
the black diamonds, unsurprisingly underestimates the HtM shares at all income levels: almost
everyone saves their way out of low wealth for precautionary reasons, even at low incomes. The
standard HANK model recalibrated to generate the same average MPC as our baseline model,
depicted by the red squares, produces more HtM households but far too many of them are low-
income. Low income predicts HtM status counterfactually strongly in standard models because
households become HtM solely due to bad luck. Our model (depicted by the blue dots) also
has overconfident households choosing to be HtM throughout the bottom three income quartiles,
thereby better matching empirical estimates.

Our model’s more realistic depiction of the HtM-income gradient implies that transfers targeted
to low-income households are less effective at stimulating consumption than the standard HANK

35We use our "severe financial stress" empirical HtM measure for this comparison because it yields the same
aggregate HtM share as our baseline model, thereby giving the model an opportunity to match the HtM shares
along the income distribution. Although the levels of our different HtM measures differ quite substantially, their
relative steepness along the income distribution are similar. Appendix Figure A1 shows this for our HtM measure
based on liquid net worth-to-income.
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Figure 1: HtM shares along the income distribution

Note: "HANK: CS + OC" is our baseline model. "Standard HANK, low wealth" is the standard HANK model
recalibrated to match the average MPC of our baseline model. "Data" shows our prevalence estimates for the
severe financial distress HtM measure.

model with the same average MPC would imply, because income is a much weaker predictor of
MPCs in our model. Consider a surprise lump-sum transfer to each household in the bottom
income quartile, in an aggregate amount of 1 percent of steady-state output on impact, following
an AR(1) process with a persistence parameter of 0.8, and financed in the short-run by higher
debt which is then slowly repaid with higher taxes. Figure 2(a) shows the exogenous path of the
transfers, and 2(b) shows output, in terms of percentage deviations from steady-state output. Our
model (dashed blue line) predicts an output response that is less than half as strong than in the
standard HANK model with the same average MPC (dotted orange line): the standard HANK
model implies a transfer multiplier of about 2.4 on impact whereas our model implies 0.9.36 These
comparisons highlight that the average MPC is not a sufficient statistic for analyzing targeted
stimulus: the distribution of MPCs is important as well.

A second channel further weakens the effectiveness of targeted transfers in our model: muted
relaxation of the precautionary saving motive. The persistence in the transfer payments provides
some insurance, temporarily decreasing households’ precautionary savings motive. This motive is
prevalent and strong in the standard model with classically rational households, further increasing
spending and total output.37 But overconfident households undervalue the insurance because they
underestimate the likelihood of being income-eligible to exercise the insurance option in the future.
They thus perceive their precautionary savings motive to be less relaxed than rational households

36The low-MPC standard HANK model (solid black line) produces a multiplier of about 0.5, due to its low MPC
across all income groups.

37See e.g. Bayer et al. (2023b)’s analysis of targeted transfers in a rational HANK model where the relaxation
of households’ precautionary savings is an important contributor to high multipliers. Kekre (2023) and Dengler
and Gehrke (2023) find similar results for temporary increases in unemployment benefits and "short-term work",
both of which can be understood as targeted transfers although they are not lump-sum and thus additionally have
distortionary effects. Beraja and Zorzi (2024) analyze potential size-dependency for stimulus transfers.
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Figure 2: Targeted Transfer Shocks
(a) Transfer increase (b) Output response

Note: This figure shows the effects of a positive transfer shock (left panel) on total output (right panel). Both are
expressed in percentage deviations from steady state output. "HANK: CS + OC" is our baseline model. "Standard
HANK, low wealth" is the standard HANK model recalibrated to match the average MPC of our baseline model..

would, and as such do not increase their spending as much.38 This second channel mirrors recent
empirical evidence that cognitive constraints can limit the effectiveness of macro policies designed
to induce behavior change through incentive changes (D’Acunto et al., 2023a).

5.2 Precautionary Savings Behavior and Fiscal Insurance Policies

Accounting for the muted responsiveness of overconfident households to changes in precautionary
savings incentives is even more crucial when modeling the impact of fiscal policies focused on
insurance provision. We now consider two such policies: minimum income benefits as a form of
public insurance, and government liquidity provision that reduces the cost of private insurance.

5.2.1 Minimum income benefits as public insurance

We start by analyzing the effects of introducing minimum income benefits (MIB) that provide
some public insurance against households’ income risk. Following Bayer et al. (2023c), we model
MIB as a transfer tri,t to household i contingent on the household’s pre-tax labor income wtni,tei,t

falling short of some threshold level:

tri,t = max{0, a1ȳ − a2wtni,tei,t},

where ȳ is the median income in the stationary equilibrium and 0 ≤ a1, a2 ≤ 1. Transfers thus
decrease in individual income at the withdrawal rate a2 and no transfers are paid to households

38The relaxation of the precautionary savings motive is also an important driver in the standard HANK model
with low average MPCs (black-solid line in Figure 2). But the MPCs are so low in that model, across all income
quartiles, that it still predicts a smaller effect on aggregate output than our model.
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whose labor income satisfies wtni,tei,t ≥ a1
a2
ȳ. Following Bayer et al. (2023c), we set a1 = 0.5 and

a2 = 0.8. and assume for simplicity that these transfers do not distort labor supply.
Total government transfer payments are then:

Trt = Ettrit,

where the expectation operator is the cross-sectional average. These transfers are financed via
labor-income taxes.

Table 8: Effects of introducing public insurance

HANK: CS + OC Standard HANK Standard HANK, low wealth
(1) (2) (3)

HtM Share 0.29 0.03 0.30
Avg. MPC 0.16 0.04 0.16
Bottom50W 2.7% 12.8% 3.0%
Real rate 4% 4% 4%
HtM Share with MIB 0.32 0.09 0.40
Avg. MPC with MIB 0.15 0.06 0.26
Bottom50W with MIB 1.6% 9.2% 1.3%
Real rate with MIB 5.0% 5.5% 6.9%

Note: MPCs refer to MPCs out of a $500 dollar stimulus check. "HANK: CS + OC" is our baseline model (one-
asset, with heterogeneity in cognitive skills and overconfidence), "Standard HANK" denotes a standard one-asset
model, in which we abstract from heterogeneity in skills and overconfidence, "Standard HANK low wealth" is the
same HANK model but with restricted liquidity to match the average MPC of "HANK: CS + OC". "... with MIB"
refers to the stationary equilibrium in the models with public insurance via minimum income benefits (MIB).

Table 8 compares the stationary equilibrium effects of MIB on the average MPC and HtM
share in our baseline model (Column 1) to a standard rational one-asset HANK model (Column
2). We also again consider a standard HANK model in which we reduce the amount of wealth such
that it produces the same average MPC in the absence of transfers as our model does (Column
3).

In the two standard models, targeted transfers crowd-out self-insurance precautionary savings
in the stationary equilibrium quite strongly. Households correctly forecast the probability of a bad
productivity shock and thus internalize the insurance value of receiving a transfer in that state,
reducing their precautionary savings accordingly. This increases the average MPC by more than
50% in either standard model, and the HtM share also increases substantially (by 6pp from the low
base in Column 2, and by 10pp on the base of 30 in Column 3). Crowd-out is also reflected by the
large increase in the equilibrium real interest rate from 4% to 6.9%. This higher rate is required
to induce non-HtM households to hold the liquidity foregone by those moving to the borrowing
constraint in response to the policy. Overall then, under standard HANK, introducing minimum
income benefits as social insurance produces an economy with substantially higher interest rates,
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less precautionary savings, more HtM households, and a higher average MPC.
In our model, crowd-out and its concomitant effects are dampened because overconfident house-

holds underpredict their probability of reaching a low-productivity state in which they receive a
transfer. The average MPC even slightly decreases from 0.163 to 0.151,39 while the share of HtM
households only mildly increases from 29.2% to 32.1%. The real interest rate increase is also
substantially smaller, rising only to 5.0%.

5.2.2 Liquidity Provision and the Optimal Public Debt Level

Fiscal policy can also facilitate private insurance, by issuing more government debt (e.g., Woodford
(1990)). More debt increases the supply of liquid assets and thus of self-insurance possibilities for
households. But this increase in liquidity supply has muted effects in our model compared to the
rational HANK model. Figure 3a shows the share of HtM households, and 3b the share of wealth
held by the poorest 50% of households, as a function of the government debt level in steady state.40

The solid black lines in Figure 3 show that in the standard, rational HANK model, the provision
of liquidity drives down the share of HtM, and increases the wealth share of the bottom 50%, quite
effectively. Households at or near the borrowing constraint have the strongest incentive to self-
insure by saving in liquid assets and respond strongly as the price of liquidity falls. This drives
down their HtM likelihood such that for relatively high public debt levels, almost no households
are borrowing constrained.

The dashed blue lines in Figure 3 illustrate the much weaker household response to liquidity
provision in our model. The share of HtM households has a relatively flat slope with respect to
debt supply, and it plateaus well above zero; e.g., it is about 0.29 at a debt-to-GDP ratio of 4,
compared to nearly zero in the standard model. The bottom 50% wealth slope is remarkably
flat, reaching only about a 3% share at a debt-to-GDP ratio of 4 compared to about 13% in the
standard model. Even when liquidity is abundant, overconfident households do not tend to save
themselves out of being liquidity constrained because they still perceive the liquid asset price as
too high compared to their underestimated income risk.

The relative unresponsiveness of households at or close to the borrowing constraint in our
model also has implications for the optimal amount of government debt. A social planner weighs
the benefits of smoother household consumption (from cheaper self-insurance) vs. the costs of
the distortionary taxes required to finance the government’s additional interest rate payments.
We evaluate this trade-off in both models using a utilitarian social welfare function that seeks to

39There are two opposing effects of the introduction of MIB on the average MPC: on the one hand, the effective
lower income risk reduces households’ MPC conditional on their individual state. On the other hand, there are
more households in individual states with higher MPCs as MIB crowd out precautionary savings. In the rational
models, the latter dominates whereas in our baseline model, the first effect dominates because minimum income
benefits only mildly crowd out households’ precautionary savings.

40When varying the supply of government debt, we fix the discount factor β as calibrated in Table 4 and let the
interest rate adjust to clear the bond market.
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Figure 3: The Implications of Higher Government Debt
(a) HtM Share (b) Bottom 50% Wealth Share

Note: This figure shows the share of HtM households in panel (a) and the wealth share of the bottom 50% of
households in panel (b) for varying degrees of average government debt to average earnings ratios (horizontal
axis). The black-solid lines show the case for the one-asset standard HANK model that abstracts from permanent
heterogeneity in cognitive skills and overconfidence, and the blue-dashed lines show the case for our baseline HANK
model featuring permanent heterogeneity in cognitive skills and overconfidence.

maximize the average expected discounted lifetime utility of households.41

Figure 4: Public Debt and Social Welfare

Note: This figure shows average welfare, defined as average expected discounted lifetime utility, as a function of
government debt. Dots show the welfare-maximizing amount of government debt for our baseline model (blue-
dashed lines) and its rational counterpart (black-solid line). The y-axis shows (normalized) average expected
lifetime utility, and the x-axis shows (Public debt outstanding)/(Annual GDP), B

4Y . For readability, we normalize
welfare such that the highest level of welfare in the model with rational expectations is normalized to -1.

Figure 4 shows that average welfare peaks at a much lower debt level in our model compared
to the standard one-asset HANK model: optimal debt is about 135% of annual GDP, compared
to about 400% in the standard HANK model. Since overconfident households underestimate their

41Such an objective function takes into account aggregate efficiency, risk-sharing, and intertemporal-sharing
(Dávila and Schaab, 2023b). The expectations over the individual lifetime utilities in the social welfare function
are assumed to be rational, in the spirit of what Benigno and Paciello (2014) call "paternalistic".
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income risk and therefore have a dampened response to the liquidity supply increase even when
they are at or close to the borrowing constraint, the very households that the social planner
would like to save more are the least responsive ones. This diminishes the social benefit of higher
government debt compared to the standard model. Even though we abstract from many important
channels here—and therefore, our quantitative estimates should be interpreted with caution—the
mechanism through which heterogeneity in overconfidence reduces the optimal debt level likely
holds in richer models as well.42

Analyzing the optimal debt level also highlights the importance of accounting for why house-
holds differ in their savings behavior and HtM status. For example, our model and a model with
heterogeneity in discount factors produce very different optimal debt levels, even when we con-
sider the discount factor heterogeneity model that produces the same average MPC at our baseline
wealth-to-income ratio of 4.1. In the model with discount factor heterogeneity, the optimal debt
level is 2.5 times as high as in our baseline model because the households who benefit more from
government liquidity provision (those with higher discount factors, because they value precaution-
ary savings more) also get de facto higher social welfare weights in a utilitarian welfare function
(because their future utility is discounted less). As such, accounting for the strong empirical
relationships between overconfidence, savings behavior and HtM status in Table 1, rather than
relying on heterogeneity in patience (and its weaker empirical links to HtM status in Table A7),
can matter greatly for optimal policy.

6 Conclusion
We analyze implications of heterogeneity in cognitive skills and self-perceptions thereof for house-
holds’ savings behavior and financial situations, macroeconomic fluctuations, and fiscal policy. We
start with U.S. micro data and find that lower-skilled households systematically overestimate their
skills and are persistently overly optimistic about their future financial situations. They are also
substantially more likely to be persistently HtM.

Guided by these findings, we then introduce persistent heterogeneity in skills and overconfi-
dence into a HANK model and uncover a systematic reason why many households are persistently
HtM: "bad decisions", not just "bad luck". Accounting for this reason, in the form of overconfi-
dence about future productivity, resolves heretofore seemingly intrinsic tensions in HANK models.
Unlike other models, our one-asset HANK model can simultaneously match consensus estimates
of both the average MPC and the average wealth level. Our model also matches the income-HtM
distribution whereas the rational model does not. Our two-asset HANK model matches the data

42In a robustness exercise, we analyze the optimal debt level in our two-asset model and its rational counterpart.
Overconfidence again reduces the optimal debt level significantly, although for both models the level of optimal
debt is lower than in the respective one-asset models due to crowdout of productive capital. See e.g., Aiyagari and
McGrattan (1998), Davila et al. (2012), Angeletos et al. (2023), or Woodford (1990) for analyses of optimal public
liquidity provision.
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with a lower, and perhaps more empirically realistic, liquidity premium than required in other
models. It turns out that our key innovation is the overconfidence of low-skilled households rather
than their lower productivity level. Thus, our model requires only one additional parameter—the
degree of overconfidence of low-skilled households, as disciplined by our empirical findings—to
substantially improve the empirical fit of existing HANK models.

We also show that accounting for the underlying reason why some households are persis-
tently financially constrained matters greatly for fiscal policies. This is particularly pronounced
for policies that affect the precautionary savings incentives of households, because overconfident
households undervalue insurance and thus have muted responses to changes in such incentives. It
also matters for income-targeted transfers, because in our model—as in the micro data—income
is much less strongly correlated with HtM status and hence much less of a summary statistic for
the MPC than in standard models.

One consideration for future work on normative questions—we mostly consider positive ones in
this paper—is whether overconfidence may not be all bad, from a welfare perspective (as in, e.g.,
Brunnermeier and Parker (2005)). If it is not all bad, quantitative welfare modeling might seek
to account for the benefits. Regardless, our finding that overconfidence correlates strongly with
persistent and severe financial distress suggests important costs—costs that might be amplified by
financial stress (Sergeyev et al. (2024)).

We also stop short of examining different combinations of macroeconomic policies in the pres-
ence of permanent heterogeneity across households—but our model provides a framework for doing
so going forward. Consideration of monetary policy, and fuller consideration of fiscal policy, likely
will require accounting for an additional source of heterogeneity: beliefs about aggregate variables.
Some recent papers find empirical links between heterogeneity in expectations about such variables
and cognitive skills (D’Acunto et al., 2023a,b). Modeling such links should be a fruitful new line
of inquiry.
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A Additional Results

Table A1: Subjective financial condition forecasts are strongly positively correlated with income
forecasts

Forecasted probability of increase in:
Nominal income Real income

Unweighted Weighted Unweighted Weighted
(1) (2) (3) (4)

1= Optimistic forecast of sfc 0.00487 0.00484 0.00576 0.00546
s.e. (0.00015) (0.00020) (0.00018) (0.00024)
N 15,047 15,047 15,049 15,049
N panelists 3057 3057 3056 3056

Notes: Each column presents results from a single OLS regression of the row variable on the column variable and
a constant. Standard errors, clustered on panelist, in parentheses. Weighted estimates use the ALP sampling
probability weight for each observation. Income forecasts in percentage point units, so e.g., a point estimate of
0.005 indicates a 1/2 percentage point increase in sfc optimism per 1 pp increase in the probability of an income
increase. SFC forecast optimism is indicated by responding to the question "Now looking ahead - do you think
that a year from now you will be better off financially, or worse off, or just about the same as now?" with "Will be
better off".
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Table A2: Household financial condition forecasts and forecast errors tilt optimistic

Panel A. All forecasts, unweighted Realization this year

Forecast last year Better Same Worse Total
Better 0.10 0.13 0.04 0.27
Same 0.06 0.45 0.10 0.61
Worse 0.01 0.05 0.07 0.12
Total 0.16 0.63 0.21 1

Panel B. July 2009 & 2010, unweighted Realization this year

Forecast last year Better Same Worse Total
Better 0.06 0.16 0.05 0.28
Same 0.05 0.40 0.15 0.60
Worse 0.01 0.05 0.07 0.12
Total 0.12 0.61 0.27 1
Panel C. July 2009 & 2010, weighted Realization this year

Forecast last year Better Same Worse Total
Better 0.07 0.18 0.05 0.30
Same 0.04 0.38 0.14 0.56
Worse 0.01 0.07 0.06 0.14
Total 0.12 0.63 0.25 1
Panel D. January 2015 & 2016, unweighted Realization this year

Forecast last year Better Same Worse Total
Better 0.10 0.14 0.04 0.28
Same 0.06 0.47 0.08 0.61
Worse 0.01 0.05 0.06 0.12
Total 0.17 0.66 0.18 1
Panel E. January 2015 & 2016, weighted Realization this year

Forecast last year Better Same Worse Total
Better 0.11 0.13 0.03 0.27
Same 0.05 0.50 0.08 0.63
Worse 0.01 0.04 0.05 0.10
Total 0.17 0.67 0.16 1

Note: Cells report sample proportions. Forecasts: "Now looking ahead - do you think that a year from now you will
be better off financially, or worse off, or just about the same as now?" Response options: Will be better off/About
the same/Will be worse off. Realizations: "We are interested in how people are getting along financially these
days. Would you say that you are better off or worse off financially than you were a year ago?" Response options:
Better off/About the same/Worse off. Weighted estimates use sampling probabilities from the realization survey,
which are correlated 0.90 and 0.93 with the weight from the paired forecast survey. Sample size is 21,586 in Panel
A, 1,679 in Panels B and C, and 1,882 in Panels D and E.
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Table A3: Household financial condition forecast errors are persistent

Forecast error this survey
FCE previous survey Optimist Realist Pessimist Total
Optimist 0.10 0.09 0.01 0.19
Realist 0.08 0.61 0.04 0.73
Pessimist 0.01 0.04 0.03 0.08
Total 0.18 0.74 0.07 1

Note: Sample is 10,546 forecast error pairs from 2,469 panelists. Sample is smaller here than in Appendix Table
A2 because here we require ≥ 2 forecast-realization pairs per panelist and only include realizations of "about
the same", to allow for the sharpest feasible test of persistence, by holding realizations constant and allowing for
forecast errors in either direction (thereby minimizing measurement error from censoring).

Table A4: Household financial condition forecast learning?

Panel A. First forecast - realization pair Realization this year

Forecast last year Better Same Worse Total
Better 0.09 0.16 0.06 0.31
Same 0.05 0.40 0.12 0.57
Worse 0.01 0.05 0.06 0.12
Total 0.15 0.61 0.23 1

Panel B. Last forecast - realization pair Realization this year

Forecast last year Better Same Worse Total
Better 0.10 0.13 0.04 0.28
Same 0.06 0.46 0.09 0.61
Worse 0.01 0.05 0.06 0.11
Total 0.17 0.65 0.18 1

Note: Sample includes only the 3073 panelists with multiple forecast-realization pairs.
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Table A5: Pairwise correlations between persistent optimism about financial condition and HtM measures, using all data for non-SZ
modules

Proportion optimistic forecast errors
1=(≥ 0.5) 1=(> 0.5) Row variable pop. share

Unw. Weighted Unw. Weighted Unw. Weighted Unw. Weighted

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
1=(lives paycheck-to-paycheck c. 2012) 0.14 0.21 0.14 0.13 0.14 0.17 0.48 0.50
s.e. 0.05 0.07 0.05 0.07 0.04 0.05 0.02 0.02
N 1068 1068 1068 1068 1068 1068 1068 1068
Lives paycheck-to-paycheck, COVID era 0.19 0.16 0.17 0.11 0.15 0.10 0.38 0.39
s.e. 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02
N 1086 1086 1086 1086 1086 1086 1086 1086
1=(Lacks precautionary savings in 2012 and 2018) 0.34 0.32 0.34 0.31 0.30 0.27 0.36 0.39
s.e. 0.05 0.07 0.05 0.07 0.04 0.05 0.02 0.02
N 864 864 864 864 864 864 864 864
1=(Lacks precautionary savings in 2012 or 2018) 0.36 0.34 0.39 0.33 0.36 0.35 0.58 0.62
s.e. 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.07 0.04 0.05 0.02 0.02
N 864 864 864 864 864 864 864 864
Difficulty covering $2k emergency expense 0.17 0.14 0.19 0.15 0.16 0.12 0.48 0.52
s.e. 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.02
N 2480 2480 2480 2480 2480 2480 2480 2480

Note: Here we combine all the data we have on potentially optimistic financial condition forecast errors and HtM measures. Weighted estimates use the mean
sampling weight across all financial condition realizations per panelist.
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Table A6: Pairwise correlations between persistent optimism about financial condition and pa-
tience or risk aversion

Patience RA: lotteries RA: scale

Unw. Weighted Unw. Weighted Unw. Weighted
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

1=(Prop. optimistic FCEs>0.5) -0.05 -0.11 -0.05 -0.12 -0.07 -0.20
s.e. 0.07 0.13 0.06 0.10 0.05 0.09
N 447 447 468 468 465 465
1=(Prop. optimistic FCEs≥ 0.5) -0.01 -0.01 -0.06 -0.12 -0.06 -0.15
s.e. 0.07 0.14 0.06 0.10 0.05 0.09
N 447 447 468 468 465 465
Prop. optimistic forecast errors -0.12 -0.13 -0.09 -0.15 -0.05 -0.16
s.e. 0.07 0.14 0.06 0.11 0.05 0.08
N 447 447 468 468 465 465

Notes: Persistent optimism measures based on panelists with multiple potentially optimistic forecast errors (see
Section 2.1 for details). Patience is the average savings rate across 24 convex time budget choices (Andreoni
and Sprenger, 2012). Risk aversion (RA) is based on the Barsky et al. (1997) lifetime income gamble elicitation
(Columns 3 and 4) or the Dohmen et al. (2010) financial risk-taking scale (Columns 5 and 6). Weighted estimates
use sampling probability from the last SZ module. We use Obviously Related Instrumental Variables to account
for measurement error in the column variables by using the two measures of each (taken in 2014 and 2017) to
instrument for each other (Gillen et al., 2019; Stango and Zinman, 2023).
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Table A7: Pairwise correlations between persistent HtM measures and patience or risk aversion

Patience RA: lotteries RA: scale
Unw. Wtd. Unw. Wtd. Unw. Wtd.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

1=(Persistent severe financial distress) -0.01 -0.08 0.04 0.08 0.11 0.03
s.e. (0.06) (0.14) (0.05) (0.12) (0.04) (0.09)
N 780 780 832 832 818 818
1=(Persistent low net worth) -0.03 -0.07 0.14 0.03 0.06 0.08
s.e. (0.06) (0.10) (0.05) (0.09) (0.04) (0.07)
N 734 734 778 778 765 765
1=(paycheck-to-paycheck c. 2012) 0.06 0.38 0.05 -0.16 0.01 0.07
s.e. (0.10) (0.17) (0.09) (0.31) (0.07) (0.16)
N 233 233 260 260 256 256
paycheck-to-paycheck, COVID era -0.13 -0.01 0.13 0.01 0.08 0.05
s.e. (0.07) (0.12) (0.06) (0.10) (0.05) (0.08
N 493 493 519 519 516 516
1=(Lacks prec. saving in 2012 or 2018) -0.22 -0.19 0.07 -0.08 0.11 0.05
s.e. (0.08) (0.13) (0.08) (0.14) (0.07) (0.11)
N 254 254 269 269 264 264
Difficult covering $2k emerg. expenses -0.15 -0.04 0.11 0.13 0.14 0.15
s.e. (0.07) (0.12) (0.06) (0.11) (0.05) (0.08)
N 462 462 491 491 487 487

Note: Patience is the average savings rate across 24 convex time buget choices (Andreoni and Sprenger, 2012). Risk
aversion is based on the the the Barsky et al. (1997) lifetime income gamble elicitation (Columns 3 and 4) or the
Dohmen et al. (2010) financial risk-taking scale (Columns 5 and 6). Weighted estimates use sampling probability
from the last SZ module. We use Obviously Related Instrumental Variables to account for measurement error in
the column variables by using the two measures of each (taken in 2014 and 2017) to instrument for each other
(Gillen et al., 2019; Stango and Zinman, 2023). HtM measures are detailed in Section 2. Weighted estimates use
the sampling probability for the last SZ module.
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Table A8: Pairwise correlations between overconfidence and patience or risk aversion

Patience RA: lotteries RA: scale

Unwtd. Weighted Unwtd. Weighted Unwtd. Weighted

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
1=Oc both rounds 0.04 -0.01 0.16 0.24 -0.08 -0.20
s.e. (0.06) (0.14) (0.05) (0.12) (0.04) (0.07)
N 758 758 807 807 813 813
Oc percentile rank 0.00 -0.01 0.24 0.31 -0.15 -0.32
s.e. (0.07) (0.12) (0.06) (0.12) (0.05) (0.08)
N 758 758 807 807 813 813

Notes: See Section 2 for details on overconfidence measures. Patience is the average savings rate across 24 convex
time buget choices Andreoni and Sprenger (2012). Risk aversion is based on the Barsky et al. (1997) lifetime income
gamble elicitation (Columns 3 and 4) or the Dohmen et al. (2010) financial risk-taking scale (Columns 5 and 6).
Weighted estimates use sampling probability from the last SZ module. We use Obviously Related Instrumental
Variables to account for measurement error in the column variables, and in overconfidence percentile rank, by using
the two measures of each (taken in 2014 and 2017) to instrument for each other (Gillen et al., 2019; Stango and
Zinman, 2023).
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Table A9: Persistent overconfidence: Correlations with cognitive skills

1 = oc both rounds oc percentile rank

Unweighted Weighted Unweighted Weighted

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Cognitive skill measures

Summary: 1st common factor -0.64 -0.63 -0.77 -0.74
s.e. 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.06
N 817 817 817 817
Summary: 1st principal component -0.55 -0.54 -0.82 -0.83
s.e. 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.05
N 733 733 733 733
Component: Fluid intelligence -0.72 -0.73 -1.05 -1.07
s.e. 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.06
N 817 817 817 817
Component: Numeracy -0.36 -0.45 -0.57 -0.66
s.e. 0.04 0.07 0.05 0.08
N 798 798 798 798
Component: Financial literacy -0.32 -0.24 -0.47 -0.36
s.e. 0.04 0.09 0.04 0.09
N 813 813 813 813
Component: Executive function -0.32 -0.41 -0.44 -0.60
s.e. 0.05 0.07 0.05 0.09
N 749 749 749 749

Note: Overconfidence re: relative performance in a cognitive skills test (see Section 2 for details). All cognitive
skills measures are percentile ranks. of each of the component measures shown in the table (see Stango and Zinman
(2023) for details on component measures). Weighted estimates use the sampling probability for the last SZ module.
All cognitive skills measures, and overconfidence percentile rank, use Obviously Related Instrumental Variables to
account for measurement error by having the two rank measures (taken in 2014 and 2017) instrument for each
other (Gillen et al. (2019), Stango and Zinman (2023)). We do not take the same approach to the overconfidence
indicator in Columns (1) and (2), because measurement error-IV does not work well on misclassification error. An
IV point estimate of a correlation can exceed |1|, as it does in two instances here.
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Figure A1: Distribution of HtM along the income distribution

Note: This figure shows the share of hand-to-mouth households along the income distribution for our "low net
worth" HtM measure in the data (black dashes). It also shows the share of HtM households in our baseline model
with overconfidence (blue dots) and in the standard HANK model recalibrated to match the average MPC of our
baseline model (red squares). We redefine the HtM measure in both models such that the aggregate HtM share
matches the data.
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B Proofs
Proof of Lemma 1. Lemma 1 says that unless marginal utility is constant across income states,
heterogeneity in overconfidence and heterogeneity in patience are not equivalent. To see this,
consider a simple counterexample. Focus on two households, i ∈ {1, 2}, and two possible future
states, which we denote by U and D (e.g., for Up and Down). We focus on the equivalence
of overconfident households and relatively impatient households with a discount factor β̂ < β. If
overconfidence and patience heterogeneity are equivalent, it has to hold that the Euler equations of
unconstrained households have to be identical. Imposing that household 1 has the same marginal
utility in both economies in the current period implies that the expected discounted future marginal
utility has to be identical, too:

βẼt

[
u′(c1t+1)

]
= β̂Et

[
u′(ĉ1t+1)

]
, (16)

where a hat "̂·" denotes the economy with heterogeneity in patience. Similarly, for household 2:

βẼt

[
u′(c2t+1)

]
= β̂Et

[
u′(ĉ2t+1)

]
, (17)

Assuming, without loss of generality, that household 1 starts in the U state and denoting the
probability of moving to the D state by pUD, equation (16) implies

β

β̂
=

pUDu
′(c1,Dt+1) + (1− pUD)u

′(c1,Ut+1)
1
α
pUDu′(c1,Dt+1) + (1− 1

α
pUD)u′(c1,Ut+1)

. (18)

(Implicitly, but without loss of generality, we assume here that consumption in the U state is
higher than in the D state). Similarly, for household 2, who starts in state D

β

β̂
=

pDUu
′(c2,Ut+1) + (1− pDU)u

′(c2,Dt+1)

αpDUu′(c2,Ut+1) + (1− αpDU)u′(c2,Dt+1)
. (19)

Thus, for given transition probabilities, degree of overconfidence α, discount factor in the economy
with overconfidence β, and marginal utilities across states, we have one free parameter, β̂, but
two equations that need to hold.43 Thus, the two economies are in general not identical (it
becomes even less likely that the two economies are identical when we allow for more states and
households). The only case in which the two are identical is when marginal utility is constant across
states, that is when households can perfectly insure themselves against income shocks. Given our
incomplete-markets setup, however, that is generally not the case, and therefore, heterogeneity in
overconfidence is not equivalent to heterogeneity in patience.

43A simple numerical example illustrates this. Assume pUD = pDU = 0.5, α = 2, u′(cD) = 1 and u′(cU ) = 2 > 1.
It follows that equation (16) implies a discount factor ratio of 0.86 whereas equation (16) implies a ratio of 0.75.
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